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Abstract

Scholarly attention to the processes of so-called globalisation and the
construction of regional blocs such as the European Union, NAFTA, and
Mercosur has resulted in the relatively widespread belief that borders are in the
process of disappearing. Yet, ethnographic studies on political borders have for
several years been evincing various redefinitions of border areas comprising
new conflicts and mechanisms for strengthening certain barriers between
countries. This essay attempts to contribute to the discussion of the interplay
between nation, state, and border in the Mercosur by analysing transformations
on the Argentinian-Brazilian border. My particular interest is in examining how
identity negotiations at borders in this region are affecting the construction of
new meanings of nationality and, conversely, how new policies being defined
from the politico-economic centres are transforming local populations’ everyday
life and experience. I will try to show that border populations can be as
important in the construction of state and nation as are areas deemed to be
central.

Scholarly attention to the processes of so-called globalisation and the

construction of regional blocs such as the European Union, NAFTA, and

Mercosur has resulted in the relatively widespread belief that borders are in the

process of disappearing. Yet, ethnographic studies on political borders (see Vila

2000a, b; Gordillo & Leguizamón 2000; Vidal 1998; Grimson 1998; Karasik

1999; Wilson & Donnan 1998a, b) have for several years been evincing various

redefinitions of border areas comprising new conflicts and mechanisms for

strengthening certain barriers between countries. This essay attempts to

contribute to the discussion of the interplay between nation, state, and border in

the Mercosur by analysing transformations on the Argentinian-Brazilian border.

To do this, certain questions must be entertained. How has the artefact called the

nation-state been constructed and how is it continuing to be built? How should

one define territorial and symbolic borders? Sahlins (1989) has criticised the

classical conception of ‘nation-building’, which considered the construction of a

nation as a top-down, centre-to-periphery process. His analysis shows that the

meanings of nationality can be the result of an inverted process in which the

negotiations and conflicts between local populations build the nation up from the

outside in. Borders can emerge from the activities of peripheral locales or, to be

more precise, from the interaction of local and national rivalries (Sahlins 2000).

My interest in the subject stems from a desire to know whether this type

of model would be at least partially valid historically for Latin America.

Furthermore, I shall be suggesting that Sahlins’ proposal is highly productive in
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considering the current transformations taking place on the borders of the

Southern Cone. My particular interest is in examining how identity negotiations

at borders in this region are affecting the construction of new meanings of

nationality and, conversely, how new policies being defined from the politico-

economic centres are transforming local populations’ everyday life and

experience. I will try to show then that border populations can be as important

in the construction of state and nation as are areas deemed to be central.

This calls into question the romantic image of fraternally united towns

that are suddenly divided by a political border, a border they not only do not

want but which is the paradigm of what they oppose. I believe that there persists

in Latin America a (generally unstated) idea of the nation as a false

consciousness imposed by dominant classes on the mass of the people, who

nevertheless (and this is a shot of populism) manage to resist this pressure. In

the Southern Cone a significant proportion of research still places special

emphasis on the idea that borders ‘only have a real existence on maps’

(Abinzano 1993: 76), and there persists a supposed ‘brotherhood of peoples’, a

belief which tends to essentialise and dehistoricise social relationships. From

this perspective, border populations are only conceived as victims of state

policies of nationalisation and not as active agents in the construction of their

own identity affiliations.

The most problematic aspect of this conception is that it rushes to assess

identities from a so-called universalist world-view. This view is ethnocentric in

that it does not take into consideration the practical meaning (Bourdieu 1991) of

border and nationality to border actors. The idea that borders and nationality are

cultural inventions or artefacts is clearly true (see Anderson 1993; Hobsbawm

1992; Gellner 1991). However, the idea of the nation as a top-down, centre-

periphery imposition blocks understanding of how material and symbolic

borders are now constructed, produced and reproduced by the local agents. The

romantic version of the essential unity of border peoples endeavours to impose

its own ethnocentric assessment on the practical meanings and the material and

symbolic interests that the nation and the border hold for local agents (Grimson

2000).

In this paper I want to include local agencies in order to analyse the

production and reproduction of borders. To this end, it is necessary to ask

oneself whether, in the current socio-political climate in the Southern Cone,
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border towns are not seeking to maximise the economic benefits of life on the

boundary and whether, through their collective actions, everyday practices and

discourses, they contribute to the manufacture of both boundary and nation. In

other words, I seek to look at border populations not as homogeneous groups,

as the victims of state demands, but as a set of diverse social agents with

contrasting interests, practices and discourses. We will thus be able to analyse

how, on taking up stances regarding the regulation of the boundary in

accordance with their own interests, different social and state groups take part in

a dispute about the characteristics and meanings of the border through which it

is itself constructed and redefined.

Social Actors and the Border

In order to analyse these contemporary processes, I chose to conduct my study

in two border cities in Argentina and Brazil: Paso de los Libres and Uruguaiana

are two of the largest urban spaces on the Argentina-Brazil border (Uruguaiana

having some 150,000 inhabitants and Paso de los Libres around 40,000). What

is more, two thirds of the Mercosur’s overland transport and trade passes

through them (Álvarez 1999: 130). This part of the border, formed by the River

Uruguay, contains the first bridge between Argentina and Brazil, which was

opened in 1947.

I will begin by pointing out who the key social and political actors are in

these localities in terms of the analysis I will be undertaking. Among the

institutional, political actors one needs to differentiate between at least three state

authorities. The State sets or alters commercial and security regulations for

border regions, sets up administrative offices, sends functionaries from other

parts of the country and generally intervenes in daily life on the border. The

local state/provincial governments and the intendencias/prefeituras (Argentinian

town councils and Brazilian prefectures respectively) have no jurisdictional

power over the border. Nevertheless, they are important interlocutors and

mediators between local actors and the State. In particular, the town councils or

prefeituras have a close relationship with the local actors and make up the focal

point for political action in each town.

In trading towns like Uruguaiana and Paso de los Libres trade-related

sectors taken as a whole are extremely influential politically, economically and

socially. I will here be concentrating on two trade sectors: official traders and
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pasadores, or smuggler/couriers making a living from so-called contrabando

hormiga or ‘ant contraband’. The peculiar feature of the ‘ordinary’ traders is that

competition involves both towns, a situation that leads to demands from traders’

organisations over the rules and regulations governing minor cross-border

trade, customs checks, tax co-ordination and a whole series of political

measures affecting the border. In this process of statements and petitions,

traders project images of themselves and their work on their neighbours who are

systematically identified with the Nation. Buying on the other side of the border

is to their mind tantamount to taking money out of the country, whereas buying

from them is doing something for their country.

In every border region there are people who make a living out of taking

merchandise across the border while avoiding customs. They live off crossing

the border. On some borders (such as the Argentinian-Paraguayan and the

Argentinian-Bolivian) this activity is performed by women known as paseras,

(literally ‘ferrywomen’). In Uruguaiana-Paso de los Libres such men and

women are known as pasadores (‘couriers’). Their traditional strategy consists

in taking a small quantity of merchandise on each trip, distributing the

merchandise through another courier while claiming that they are goods for

personal use. Couriers are the sector least acknowledged as interlocutors in

political decisions. Yet they are the key links in a highly complex cross-border

network extending to the major cities in each country. This network involves

street hawkers, major traders and state functionaries. The pasadores, or

chiveros as they are also known, have interests that run counter to those of the

‘ordinary’ traders, in that they need a flexible border with low levels of control.

I will go on to relate a series of events in which these actors interact in

negotiations and conflicts. The history of Paso de los Libres-Uruguaiana will

lead me to an account of Posadas-Encarnación, where this description of actors

and institutions is also applicable. My interest stems from the fact that it is

through the actions of these agents and in their interactions that the characteristic

features of the border are gradually formed and transformed.

A ‘Baffling’ Decision

When I arrived in Paso de los Libres for the first time in January 1999, the

border was changing. New Argentinian State rules and regulations were

affecting the everyday life of border-dwellers in a peculiar way. Since 1986 the
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local cross-border regime had allowed local inhabitants to buy up to $150 worth

of goods a day in their cross-border activities, but at the end of 1998 the

Argentinian government introduced a substantial modification through the

Federal Authority for Public Income (AFIP; Administración Federal de Ingresos

Públicos). Since then people inhabiting border regions have been able to buy

just $100 worth of goods a month. This is a crucial shift because the new

amount (which is less than a tourist can bring in) puts strict limits on the middle

and low sectors (who traditionally buy where it is cheapest in order to make

their salaries stretch as far as possible) and jeopardises the work of the couriers.

The new rules on commercial border traffic are incomprehensible when

analysed strictly from the point of view of the State. It would seem to be an

‘irrational’ measure, especially eight years after the Asunción (Mercosur)

Treaty. I shall seek to argue that the resolution and other subsequent State

measures cannot be understood if they are analysed exclusively from the

perspective of the State. Strictly speaking, the ‘logic’ of the resolution falls

under another heading: disputes between border-dwelling social groups about

imposing the characteristics and meanings of the borders. The groups in dispute

are official traders in the border towns and workers in the so-called ‘ant

contraband’. In both countries traders and couriers have in recent years filed

complaints to their respective governments and in some cases the pasadores or

paseras and even taxi-drivers in Paraguay and Brazil have filed complaints

directly with the Argentinian government.

The history of the new rules and regulations began in Posadas, the

largest urban concentration in Argentina on an international border, and capital

of Misiones Province. In 1990 a bridge joining Posadas on the Argentinian side

with Encarnación on the Paraguayan side was opened (Grimson 1998). The

local actors and national functionaries from both countries hailed the new

viaduct as a symbol of ‘Latin American integration’ and as ‘the end of borders

between peoples’. However, the qualitative improvement in crossings involving

people, automobiles and merchandise provided a framework within which

disputes between social sectors developed. The new facilities enabled the

inhabitants of Posadas to make their purchases in Encarnación. They enabled

the traditional Paraguayan paseras (women who for more than a century have

been making a living from selling petty merchandise across the border) to cross

more easily. However, they also affected the interests of traders in Posadas.
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Several organisations from Posadas began to call for stricter customs control

and reported that the bridge was sapping Argentinian currency, while at the

same time criticizing the Paraguayans for their informal economy and stating

privately that the bridge had caused ‘economic chaos in the city’. Indeed, faced

with the new controls and rough treatment at Argentinian customs, a series of

protests from the Paraguayan paseras and taxi-drivers were carried out in the

form of road blocks on the bridge. The protesters were demanding that crossing

the border be made freer and more flexible. Both groups of social actors,

paseras and traders, managed to get partial concessions out of the Argentinian

government. In 1996, with the open support of the Paraguayan president, the

paseras brought about the resignation of the head of Argentinian customs in

Posadas. In reply, the Argentinian government granted traders tax exemptions

on fuel - reducing the price by 33% to make it the same as in Encarnación - in

order to discourage automobile crossings. Both groups of actors, however,

have considered their accomplishments to be inadequate and have kept up their

protests.

The pressure from the groups in Posadas demanding stricter customs

control was not only translated under various circumstances into a ‘hardening’

of a border (which was supposedly in the process of disappearing) but also

culminated in a trip by the governor of Misiones to Buenos Aires to seek

modification of the local cross-border regime from the AFIP’s director.

Resolution 262/98 signifies a U-turn in border policy. Local cross-border traffic

was supposedly created as an exception that favoured border-dwellers over the

ordinary citizen. Yet the 1998 resolution implies the reverse: a denizen of the

border can only legally bring in fewer (not more) goods than a tourist. In

addition, border-dwellers can legally make no more than one purchase a month

in the neighbouring town since they must spend the full amount in a single trip.

Such a resolution is only possible in a country where the meanings of

borders are changing. Any interest in promoting the border population is

abandoned thus cancelling out any potential benefit to the residents, whereas

checks on the movement of merchandise and people across the border are

tightened. While lorries and containers can bring in products freely from

elsewhere in Mercosur, tightened local controls affect border settlers in general

and border workers (couriers) in particular. In this way, the Argentinian State is

attempting to redefine the borders of the regional bloc. Apart from any
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speculation on governmental interests, the importance of the history of conflict

between border actors in Posadas (and elsewhere) regarding significant changes

in national legislation is clear. In fact the only people favoured by the 1998

resolution are the official traders from the Argentinian border towns and

indirectly the State by the collection of VAT (Value Added Tax).1

However, a resolution does not in itself modify a border. Rather, its

application or its attempted application creates a new framework within which

different actors dispute its characteristics and meanings. Therefore, I shall now

go on to analyse the social actions that gave rise to the resolution and the

subsequent political changes. I shall try to show how the social actors continue

to intervene in the definition of contemporary borders.

The State and Local Groups in Paso de los Libres and Uruguaiana

Couriers

1999 began with the application of the new local cross-border traffic

regulations. On this occasion there was an immediate reaction from the couriers

in different regions of the country. When they realised they were seriously

affected by the new regulations, the social sectors living on trafficking

merchandise across the border mobilised themselves and during January and

February they disrupted commerce at different border points along Argentina’s

border with Bolivia, Paraguay and Brazil (Álvarez 1999: 120-130). In Paso de

los Libres-Uruguaiana the couriers organised themselves and carried out

protests that, with the support of Brazilian couriers, culminated in cutting off the

international bridge for one hour.

The couriers continued the protests in the town’s streets and managed to

get the support of the town councillors. They mobilised themselves against the

Town Hall because they knew that ‘when there is a problem politicians have to

show.’ The politicians opened negotiations. Mayors from various border towns

tried to reach desks in Buenos Aires and the confluence of protests at different

points along the border brought about a month-long suspension of the

application of the resolution. Apparently, over that month the most serious

action moved backstage, to borrow Goffmanian terminology (Goffman 1994:

117-151). In one form or another, there were negotiations on what cross-border

dynamics would be like in the future. Even though the couriers had the backing

of local legislators (councillors) and of the town hall, they could not get the
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measure reversed. Some time later a courier told me that believing in the

councillors’ ability to influence the government in Buenos Aires was ‘the same

as arriving in Rio by helicopter... you’ve got to make two hundred stops’

(Argentinian courier, aged 40). In this case the main connection between local

and national governments was the regional administrations (led by Misiones),

who were opposed to any modification of the resolution. The tension between

the State and local politicians, who strove to support the couriers, was defined

by the sudden intervention of the governors. Only after these provincial

governments agreed to the measure was the new resolution applied (Clarín 15

March 1999). This measure seriously affected the couriers but not all border

actors. It was other border-dwellers, namely the traders, who had managed to

co-ordinate their interests with those of the State.

The new regulations involved an extreme increase in controls, to such an

extent that a high-ranking authority in customs proudly informed me that over

six months in 1999 they had performed as many operations as during the whole

of the previous year. The increased number of checks habitually translate into a

basic increase in the value of bribes, the ‘backhander’. Customs officers who

turn a blind eye to smuggling get bigger backhanders.

While the application of the resolution was being debated, the

devaluation of the Brazilian real had begun to transform the basis of border life.

It was supposed that this devaluation would benefit couriers since, with lower

prices in Brazil, demand in Argentina among their customers would go up. The

couriers are the nodal point of an extensive social network: merchandise arriving

in Uruguaiana from Paraguay, São Paolo or Porto Alegre is taken across

according to the demand of street hawkers (who they call turistas or ‘tourists’),

who in turn travel from Corrientes, Córdoba, Rosario and other Argentinian

cities. Checkpoints were posted on town exit roads and from the beginning of

the year these clients began to lose their merchandise at these checks. The State

effectively displaced the border by setting up checks all along the road. When

this happened the ‘tourists’ lost their investment and the couriers’ work

gradually became less relevant. The couriers are experts in getting past the first

border checks but cannot do anything with the second and third. In that way, in

a macro-economic situation that would otherwise have been the couriers’

opportunity of a life-time, their work is now in very serious crisis.
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Traders in Paso de los Libres

At the same time the official trade crisis in Paso de los Libres was profound.

The effects of devaluation and the lack of circulating money due to the

suspension of salary payments were driving the traders to complain. In a note

from the Libres Association of Commerce and Industry (Asociación de

Comercio y la Industria) they called for a new import regime from Brazil, that

would be tax-free for trade with a limit of fifty thousand dollars a month. Their

main arguments were that this would discourage smuggling: ‘this trafficking is

performed illegally by steamrollering customs’ capability of effective control’. It

would allow trade to compete on an equal footing with Brazilian trade along a

‘legal path’ as well as ‘allowing the state to collect VAT’ on the merchandise.

Through this and other documents and actions the traders began to reorganise

their Association and sought to redefine the border. Faced with the traders’

complaints the Minister for Production and Development in Corrientes sent them

a note in reply saying that most of their requests were being considered. The

only point answered clearly was to do with local cross-border traffic: ‘The

Customs of Paso de los Libres, as you are aware, has stepped up its controls in

the immediate Primary Customs Zone in order to strictly comply with resolution

262/99.’2 In other words the only clear and positive answer is to do with the

increase in customs checks because of the new ruling.

In mid-June the traders submitted a list of demands to the Town Hall

and called on them to declare an ‘economic and social state of emergency in

Paso de los Libres during 1999.’ The town’s Deliberative Council passed a

resolution accepting the demands. Here it was argued that traders ‘are prevented

from duly attending to and fulfilling their obligations’; that it is necessary to

solicit a ‘Law of Non-Payment of Income Tax to Border Trades’ from the

province’s legislative chamber; that the problems alluded to do not only conform

‘to the socio-economic realities of our Province and Nation, but also greatly

affect the crisis we are undergoing today due to the policies being imposed by

Brazil.’ For this reason, the municipality resolved to lighten, as far as it could,

the tax burdens on traders and ordered the province to take similar action. Two

weeks later the Association was putting pressure on the provincial Senate to

pass this Economic Emergency Law, insisting that the crisis in Paso de los

Libres was getting worse ‘because of the overland connection with Brazil,

which means that what little money does circulate is invested in the
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neighbouring town of Uruguaiana.’

As in Posadas, we find traders making demands that affect the interests

of the local population and the couriers in particular. In the context of

unemployment and non-payment of salaries in Paso de los Libres, for the

townsfolk the only advantage was to make the most of the ‘overland connection

with Brazil’ and purchase in the ‘neighbouring town of Uruguaiana’.

Nevertheless, the Argentinian State would subsequently take new measures that

would affect purchases in the neighbouring town and favour some of the

traders.

A Hygienic Twist to Events in the Economic Conflict

The Argentinian State’s resolution severely restricting any purchases in

neighbouring towns, as well as the traders’ demands, tended to identify the

limitations on ‘ant’ importing with the ‘national interest’. The discourse

surrounding the defence of the traders’ interests was expanding to include the

Nation’s interests and the arguments were essentially economic ones, though

there was no shortage of references to dignity and legality. In July of 1999 a

new turn of events in the conflict presented itself. On July 1 the Argentinian

State banned certain food products from Brazil arguing that it must be able to

guarantee that it will keep its national territory ‘free from foot-and-mouth

disease’. SENASA (Servicio Nacional de Sanidad y Calidad Agroalimentaria) had

declared that Argentina must guarantee the continued absence of foot-and-mouth

disease from its territory, as this is a condition for export to European and

United States markets. According to the authorities, however, the new ruling

does not affect major Brazilian imports in any way, as these possess the relevant

certification from the ministries of agriculture in Brazil (or in other countries). In

other words, the new ruling affects mainly border folk and couriers, as well as

traders of these products in Brazil, while indirectly benefiting any traders selling

perishable goods in towns on the Argentinian side.

The fact that the SENASA resolution especially affects border regions

poses the question of how far it can be considered a public health decision

originating exclusively in the State’s exports interests. A high-ranking employee

in the Paso de los Libres customs stated that the new resolution constituted

‘more of a political than a public health barrier’ and one that originated in the

economic conflict. In contrast, the official line from SENASA said that, in order
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to defend the ‘foot-and-mouth-free’ status of the country, an appropriate

vigilance should be demonstrated systematically. According to SENASA a

series of procedures were established to this end that, together with other

resolutions, seek to prevent ‘the entry and spread of plant or animal diseases or

pests at border posts by people, equipment and means of transport’. The actions

were to be co-ordinated between customs and public health services working

together ‘to strengthen the borders.'3

The border was strengthened in spectacular fashion. Every time a

courier or any inhabitant tried to take a chicken from Uruguaiana to Paso de los

Libres the customs officer that found it would call SENASA, whose

functionaries would then proceed to cut the chicken into pieces, throwing it into

a waste-bin and covering it in liquid disinfectant. In the first weeks of July this

scene was repeated several dozen times. This hygienic twist to the form of the

economic conflict that identifies ‘national interests’ with the exportation of

foodstuffs to ‘developed countries’ has achieved a broad consensus among

border-dwellers (with the obvious exception of the couriers). The resolution

appeals to the most traditional of images of progress in Argentina: the granary of

the world. If, in order for the country to win back its old markets, it is

necessary to sacrifice the work of the couriers and even pay triple the price for

chicken, there would seem to be a willingness to make this sacrifice. This

reasoning, which may seem surprising, has deep roots in Argentina’s migration

and customs policy and is closely linked to the way national images are

constructed there. The association of civilisation with cleanliness and health is

well-known (see Elías 1994) as well as the domination relationships implicit

between what is (supposedly) hygienised and what is not (Burke 1996). Pro-

hygiene nationalist rhetoric is common in border towns all over the world (Lask

2000; Sahlins 1989: 207).

In Argentina the discourse on hygiene and public health finds a broad

consensus when it joins forces with the historical production of difference from

neighbouring countries. Argentina’s civilised, European image, as against its

supposedly indigenous or black neighbours, has informed Argentinian policy

on numerous occasions. Migration and imports from Bolivia were to be halted

in the mid-1990s because they were supposed to be the cause of the new cholera

epidemic. On the border with Paraguay the sanitary arguments in favour of

banning the entry of fruit, vegetables and meat has a long history. Just as
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Argentina has suffered health controls and limitations from European countries,

in almost all Southern Cone border towns one or other of the countries have

Public Health Barriers (see Badaró 1999: 39, 58, 67).

In stark contrast with the general consensus, the Argentinian pasadores

are indignant and sceptical, as illustrated in their reactions: ‘They say it’s foot-

and-mouth but I’ve never seen foot-and-mouth in chickens or eggs (...) Never!’

To them this new ruling casts doubt on the future of their work because it

amounts to cutting the bridge: ‘If I get the bridge cut off, what are we going to

live off? All right. Get them to put up a factory.’ To them the Argentinian side is

divided into ‘big fish’ and ‘small fry’, into ‘rich’ and ‘poor’. Referring to

chickens and eggs, they say that ‘the big guys from Paso de los Libres take

them across’ while ‘we the little ones, can’t take them across.’ This is why ‘the

only survivors will be the big guys because the little ones certainly won’t. This

lot want the rich to stay rich and the poor to stay poor.’

In a discussion with one of the leaders of the couriers’ who blocked off

the bridge in January, I asked him what the couriers wanted, what was their

objective. He told me: ‘I wish they would leave us alone so that we can work in

peace. I mean, there’s this Mercosur business. Like you know, the Mercosur

thing since it was set out, two years ago or something, since then all this stuff

has been going on. I don’t know whether it’s ‘cause of the big wholesalers or

what.’ I asked whether since we’ve had the Mercosur it had been easier or

tougher? ‘Tougher, everything’s got much tougher.’ And he added: ‘People say

that lorry-loads of stuff leaves the Mercosur [for Argentina]. That’s hurting the

small retailers, the poorer people who live off this. All of them have a job here,’

pointing over to the couriers waiting for work in Uruguaiana. To these couriers

the Mercosur seems to integrate the big fish and damage the small fry. The

Mercosur is looked on as the bane of their working lives. Another courier said

to me: ‘You want me to tell you what the Mercosur means to me? It’s all for the

big crooks, that’s what the Mercosur’s about. We’re banned from taking

chickens back home to eat, they say they could have a virus... and what about

all these lorries going past? That’s the Mercosur to me. It’s for crooks. Who are

they? The big guys, who do you think!’ Big fish and small fry. On the side of

the big fish, lorries and Buenos Aires, ease of movement and fluid borders,

crooks and the Mercosur. On the side of the small fry, there are the couriers,

hunger and a ban on taking food across the border.
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Cutting off Bridges, Cutting up Chickens

Hygienist discourse and practices caused indignation in Uruguaiana. The

climate of tension that existed when the actions were limited to the economic

sphere (Argentinian restrictions, Brazilian devaluation) and each sector sought

to defend its own interests have escalated. The new emphasis on hygiene and

public health and the repeated carving up, trashing and ‘disinfecting’ of

chickens from Brazil generated wide-spread irritation. In this sense, unlike the

$100-a-month limit, the SENASA resolution crossed the border: traders’

organisations from Uruguaiana complained about Argentinian mistreatment. In

mid-July a public meeting was held in the prefeitura. The participants were

hoping for the presence of the federal deputies from the Mercosur Commission.

They did not attend. Thus most of the speakers addressed all their complaints to

the Argentinian State about ‘protectionist’ measures that jeopardised regional

integration and to the Brazilian State about non-attendance and inaction.

A different emphasis could be perceived among the speakers. Some

stressed the fact that both countries create obstacles and that both should

therefore be dealt with. However, a good many speakers only alluded to

regulations and attitudes in Argentinian customs. One local Brazilian councillor

or vereador from the Brazilian Workers’ Party (PTB; Partido Travalhista

Brasileiro) said that ‘we cannot allow our national produce to be burnt and

destroyed on the bridge. It’s an insult to Brazil.’ He went on to say that for two

years there have been no outbreaks of foot-and-mouth in either Rio Grande or

Santa Catarina.

Different postures emerged in an attempt to solve the situation. In the

common desire to make up to Uruguaiana, the precise definition of alterity

exhibited certain variations resulting in different strategies and alliances. Some

complained to the Brazilian federal government (for not responding to the

arbitrary Argentinian injustices strongly enough), others blamed Argentina for

the new situation, while still others focus on Buenos Aires. For example, the

Uruguayan-born federal deputy of the PTB proposed cutting off the bridge to

defend themselves ‘against humiliation from Argentina’. He said that the

customs officers actions are an attack on Brazil. If the chicken is from Brazil,

when they cut it up they are cutting up Brazil as well. ‘We are indignant.’ He

called on people to organise ‘nossa trinchera’ (‘our trench’), to cut off the
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bridge by using all the Brazilian lorries. In contrast, when the prefeito (prefect)

of Uruguaiana said that they are one and the same city joined by a bridge, he

was focusing on taking joint measures with the mayor of Paso de los Libres.

The prefect did not rule out cutting off the bridge to make themselves heard in

the metropolises but wanted to do so together with the mayor of Paso de los

Libres.

There are two sides to the actions proposed at the meeting: one favours a

transnational alliance with the town hall and councillors of Paso de los Libres in

a bi-national committee with the aim of placing customs at the town exits; the

other addresses itself to fighting Argentinian fire with Brazilian fire by ‘doing

the same back to them’. As a measure of this negative reciprocity, one regional

political leader has put forward a motion to prevent Argentinian rice coming into

Brazil. This motion seems to have made an impact in the government of Rio

Grande Do Sul. Less than two months later, the state’s Department for the

Defence of Agriculture and Livestock (Secretaría de Defensa Agropecuaria)

demanded a phytosanitary inspection of Argentinian rice. As a result,

Argentinian rice was for a time not entering Brazil, just as had been mooted at

the meeting in the prefeitura. Once again, pressure from border-dwellers had an

effect on the characteristic features of borders and once again economic conflict

took the form of the rhetoric of hygiene.

Conclusion

If we are to understand contemporary borders in the Southern Cone it is

advisable to begin by stating that, in the current socio-political framework, the

Mercosur does not, nor ever could, signify the end of borders between its

countries. Differences in taxes and prices not only persist but are becoming

sharper in the present climate; border policies are the exclusive concern of

national states with potential negotiations and agreements arising from power

relationships defined in the very same terms. Among the most marginalised

groups, who are also those who have a structural relationship with both

countries (and in which there is more solidarity between Argentinians and

Brazilians), the Mercosur is viewed as an alterity, as the cause of their

problems, as something belonging to the ‘rich and powerful’. Among traders,

interests are defined still more often in national terms and the Mercosur takes a

more ambiguous, instrumental place: it may be defined as a false promise or as a
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potential argument to reinforce their demands.

It is clear that Mercosur or rather the states within the framework of the

Mercosur are transforming inter-State borders. Rather than a process of

‘deterritorialisation’ we are faced with the replacement of one model of

territorialisation with another: a statist and militaristic model supported by the

threat of warfare now complemented with an economistic one striving to activate

the big transnational companies’ international trade. In fact one new element in

the world of the border is the fact that, at the level of legislation, the border is

disappearing for international MIC/DTA freight (a system for pre-sealing

lorries). In other words it favours large-scale overland trade by exempting it

from border checks since this significantly brings down transport costs (by

saving on time and paperwork) and has obviously been created to benefit the

region’s big companies.4

This loosening up of borders for the ‘big guys’ (to use one of the

pasadores’ expressions) means greater rigidity for ‘the little men’. Informal

systems of traditional exchange are subjected to limitations, checks and

regulations. Border folk with partial benefits arising from their location in the

national territory are being adversely affected by new regulations. It is as if all

the processes that link populations spontaneously (at least in the economic

sphere) now have to be subjected to rigorous State controls. The traditional

practice of buying on a daily basis in one’s neighbouring town has become

illegal within the framework of the Mercosur. Thus under Mercosur, States do

not pull back from border territories but rather renew their presence. It is no

longer a question of army regiments or state intelligence agencies (which are still

operating) but of establishing new rules and regulations and organising their

institutions to ensure they are upheld.

This situation can be classified as one more example among so many

others of the devastating effects of global capitalism on ‘traditional’ forms of

trade. However, the most important difference in this case is that these forms

refer to a system of exchange organised between two societies. In other words

the effects of the couriers’ work go well beyond their own immediate working

environment. They are the central node of a transnational exchange network that

is more than a century old. The most obvious political feature in this network is

that it organises an exchange outside the state by evading one of its monopolies,

namely, the tax system. This evasion, which, along with price differences, is
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the economic key to the network, is also the basis of a redistributive system

based on merchandise destined for popular sectors and carried to and fro across

the border between distant cities by small-time traders who are treated as

smugglers.

The border is the elemental condition for this system of exchange. Price

and tax differences and potential evasion are the be-all-and-end-all of such a

system. Without borders it would collapse. For this reason the actions and

discourses of the couriers bring together two dimensions. Among the actors

analysed here the couriers are the only ones who refer to an act of real solidarity

between Argentinians and Brazilians (the Brazilian support for cutting off the

bridge); at the same time, in their discourses (unlike the traders) references to

nationality are not central and we do not find nationalistic rhetoric (as we did in

the traders association in Paso de los Libres and at the public meeting in

Uruguaiana). Nevertheless, the couriers do not want the border to disappear

(‘let’s hope it doesn’t change, it’s nice like this, we come over once a day,’ they

said faced with the threat of the resolution). The couriers’ paradox is that for

them the border is at the same time a basis for and a threat to their working

lives. Without borders they would not exist and they would never call for ‘an

end to borders’. Still, an undue ‘hardening’ of the border demands more

sophisticated methods of smuggling, and this could also be their downfall. In

other words they want State borders, but on their own terms.

In this case the national States in the region are aiming at creating a

common market and founding a system of exchange regardless of local

societies’ experience and relationships. This traditional experience does not only

involve the construction of a system of exchange but also many other bonds of

solidarity and conflict which I cannot go into here. Such relationships are

unimportant to the State’s new agenda for the border. The strategic focus of

previous decades on the defence of the monopoly of violence in the territory has

shifted to being a reinsurance policy for the tax monopoly characterising any

state organisation (Elías 1994: 345).

However, it is biased only to analyse the process as an effect of state

policy on border populations. The undeniable fact that these populations are

victims of economic policies leads to a victimising image that takes away their

own power of agency. By relating these different situations and border

conflicts, and in order to understand the transformations on contemporary
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borders in the Southern Cone, I have attempted to show that the centre-

periphery model is unilateral. Especially in times of crisis, the various border

groups become agents whose actions have a bearing on the characteristics and

meanings of borders. Far from trying to substitute the centre-periphery for a

periphery-centre model, it is a question of analysing the demands, practices and

protests of an intermeshing web of relationships, in which the historically

unequal distribution of power must not be confused with the absence of power

or agency in border populations. The main problem with a top-down, centre-

periphery model is that it neutralises the conflicts when it is precisely on such

tensions that analysis should be focusing. If border groups did not have power,

why would they make demands, hold meetings and demonstrations? Obviously,

these demands are not dealt with in the short-term. Indeed, all the demands

could never be dealt with since they involve fundamental contradictions: broadly

speaking, border checks, measures going beyond customs tariffs, exemptions,

restrictions and so on.

On the border, as a Brazilian trader told me, there are two things to bear

in mind: one is the bare interpretation of the law; another is o jeitinho da

fronteira or ‘the little ways of the border’, a certain flexibility linked to the

interests in play at any one moment. Both the official resolutions and the way

they are applied depend, to varying degrees, on the conjunction of State

interests and actions with those of local agents. In times of crisis, the

characteristic features and meanings of borders are subject to daily changes and

disputes. One border group, the traders, partially manages to co-ordinate its

interests with the State. This is not to say that none or hardly any of them are

seriously affected by the economic crisis (which also involves other variables).

The traders managed to get the new resolution limiting local cross-border traffic

passed. To achieve this they had the support of certain provincial states.

Nevertheless, a border is not defined by a resolution but also by local

negotiations that couriers and customs officers also take part in. The couriers

not only managed to suspend the resolution’s application for a month but also

renegotiated the criteria so that the new resolution would not be strictly applied

across the board. Although I am not in possession of any data indicating the

participation of local agents in SENASA’s ruling on chickens, it is certainly

very interesting how the proposal of two Brazilian border actors (the public

meeting in the prefeitura and the rice producers) has made an impact on the
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Brazilian government, which for a time stopped Argentinian rice imports.

Contemporary borders are redefined in the complex interplay of these local

disputes and how they tie in with provincial, national, regional and global ones.

Notes

This essay is based on research which was supported by a fellowship of
Fundación Antorchas.
1. Álvarez is wrong to hold that ‘the inequality in the trade balance at the border
... forced the Federal Administration of Public Revenue of Argentina’ to impose
this resolution (1999: 129). This not only ducks the fact that this balance has
been unfavourable to Argentinian border regions for many years but also how
important the role of border groups in this modification has been.
2. The resolution in question is 262/98. In the note from the Minister there is an
error on this point.
3. These quotes have been obtained from SENASA’s homepage:
http://SENASA.mecon.gov.ar
4. Since a large part of the merchandise goes directly from São Paolo to Buenos
Aires, customs officers in border regions are experiencing a decline in workload
and are demanding that no merchandise come into the country without being
monitored.
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